
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

I. Introduction

A. This Memorandum of Understanding (MOUJ between the County of Shasta, a political subdivision of
the State of California (COUNTY); the City of Redding, a municipal corporation (REDDING), the City of
Anderson, a municipal corporation (ANDERSON), and the Shasta Area Safety Communications Agency, a
joint powers agency (SHASCOM) hereinafter referred to as the PARTIES, shall serve to guide the activities of
the PARTIES throughout the process of Implementing a new integrated and jointly shared electronic
Records Management (RMS), Jail Management, Mobile Data, In-field Reporting, Computer Aided Dispatch
Systems (CAD), and County-Wide Message Switch, includingserver(s)/host equipment necessary to support
those applications, collectively the system replacement project (SYSTEM).

II. Background

A. The 'Integrated Public Safety' task force (IPS) is presently governed by a memorandum of
understanding between the COUNTY, REDDING, AND ANDERSON, the 'Agreementfor the Operation of the
Integrated PublicSafetySystem'(IPS Agreement). The current five-year term IPS Agreement having been
executedon June 4,2013 establishes the ongoingmutual need and benefit ofa shared Records Management
System and the mechanism whereby the costs of that SYSTEM are shared between the COUNTY, REDDING,
AND ANDERSON (Exhibit A). SHASCOM is not a party to the IPSAgreement.

B. IPS is governed by a three member board consisting of the Redding Chief of Police, Anderson Chief
of Police, and Sheriffof Shasta County, herein after referred to collectively as the IPS Boardand individually
as Law Enforcement Agency (LEA). The IPS Board has determined that the current legacy IPS systems are
not practical to continue supporting and are now substandard in comparison to commercially provided
solutions especially given a lack of programmer staff to continue modifications of legacy systems into the
future and that the core programming logic and functionality was devised more than thirty years ago. The
IPS Board determined to replace their legacy systems operated under the established IPS Agreement. The
IPS Board further agrees to incorporate replacement of SHASCOM's Computer Aided Dispatch (Archonix)
systems which is considered a critical component to the desired overall project goals.

C. The IPS Board has further determined that replacement of these legacy systems is compatible with
and furthers the purpose statement in Section 1 of the IPS Agreement. Replacement of legacy systems will
serve to improve response times, crime analysis, data reporting functionality, data integration across the
involved systems, improved access to relevant law-enforcement information, and standardization of

software and support services which will be responsive to legislative regulation as it impacts law
enforcement operations.

D. The IPSBoard confirms that the Cityof Redding, acting as the agent for the COUNTY, REDDING, AND
ANDERSON, has procured a replacement SYSTEM through a Professional Services, Purchase and Software
License Agreement with Spillman Technologies, Inc. ("Spillman Agreement").

III. Purpose, Scope, Background, Objectives

A. The PARTIES agree the existing IPSAgreement is insufficient for governing the implementation, and
operational guidance of the SYSTEM. The purpose of this MOU is to provide a transitional agreement
between the PARTIES to control the implementation process through the initial operational period of the
SYSTEM. Following the successful installation of the replacement SYSTEM, the PARTIES shall draft and
execute a revised 'Agreement for the Operation of the Integrated Public Safety System' (IPS Agreement)
























